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INTRODUCTION
This evaluation identifies project issues and potential impacts for use in the PennDOT Transportation Project
Development Processes. This evaluation has been conducted to review Norfolk Southern (NS) Vertical
Clearance Project impacts to three critical locations in Pittsburgh’s North Side Community. The purpose of
this evaluation is to assist in project scoping consistent with PennDOT Publication 295 and assist in
identifying issues of agency and public concern. Scoping identifies the range of actions, alternatives, and
impacts to be considered in any environmental analysis or assessment. Issue scoring is provided below
based upon preliminary assessment of each project issue, alternative, and preliminary assessment of
agency, public and governmental level of interest. This document will be utilized in further development of
the environmental analysis and documentation, including assessment of impacts and alternatives, in
accordance with Transportation Project Development Processes under Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Act
120 of P.L. 356 (Act 120) amended Section 2002, and related requirements. This is a cursory evaluation of
the project sites and is not intended for reviews and/or approvals related to environmental documents.
The PC 1.60 North Avenue Bridge, and the PC 1.82 Pennsylvania Avenue Bridge locations considered
alternatives to achieve up to a 22’ railroad vertical clearance to meet Public Utility Commission (PUC) Criteria.
Additionally, the PC 1.20 Merchant Street Bridge does not require any change in vertical clearance for rail
purposes but is in deteriorated condition requiring replacement, and alternatives to provide vehicular traffic
clearance of 14’-6” were investigated. At each location the following three alternatives were compared:
replacing the structure with increased vertical grade, lowering the tracks/road, and a combination of raising
the new structure & lowering the tracks/road. Additionally, the no build scenario was assessed at the North
Avenue and Pennsylvania Avenue locations. It is plausible that NS could choose to not progress the North
Avenue and Pennsylvania Avenue projects. With this scenario, funding for replacing or rehabilitating these
deteriorating bridges will be in jeopardy. When the bridges reach the point where they must be replaced or
removed due to deterioration, a funding mechanism will need to be identified and the new structure will still
be required to meet the 22’ minimum vertical clearance for the railroad. The no build scenario was not
reviewed at the Merchant Street location because this bridge is vital for carrying NS rail lines and must be
maintained for the tracks to stay in service.
Each location considered the impacts and/or concerns within the following categories:
•

Natural/ Cultural Resources

•

Roadway

•

Environmental Concerns

•

Construction

•

Structural

•

Utilities
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Location Map

PC 1.82 Pennsylvania
Avenue Bridge
PC 1.60 North
Avenue Bridge

PC 1.20 Merchant
Street Bridge

PURPOSE AND NEED SUMMARY
As noted in the current draft purpose and need statement, “The purpose of the Norfolk Southern Railway
Company (NSR) Pittsburgh Vertical Clearance projects is to enhance the existing rail infrastructure on the
railroad main line through Pittsburgh and in southwest by removing vertical clearance obstructions along
NSR’s Pittsburgh and Fort Wayne Lines in order to provide more efficient movement of freight, especially
intermodal freight, by rail between New York/New Jersey and Chicago, and specifically through
Pennsylvania.” Although the primary purpose of the proposed projects is to provide elevation clearance,
there are additional benefits beyond this stated goal. The projects will also address the deterioration of City
of Pittsburgh bridges and provide a funding source to do so. With respect to Merchant Street Bridge, rail
clearance is not required for freight and the purpose and need for Merchant Street Bridge is due to the
deteriorated condition of the structure due to its age and inspection information.
These projects address the regional transportation needs to improve operational safety and reliability for the
railroad while improving the local transportation system by replacing deteriorating bridges.
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PC 1.82 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE BRIDGE
The Pennsylvania Avenue Bridge is located on Pennsylvania Avenue
between Allegheny Avenue and Brighton Road in Pittsburgh’s North
Side. The structure carries traffic over NS’s 4-track railroad corridor.
The structure has a current minimum vertical clearance of 19.30’. The
North Avenue Bridge is approximately 1100’ southeast of this
structure. Below is a summary of the information gathered to evaluate
each criterion.

Natural/Cultural Resources
The Pennsylvania Avenue Bridge, constructed in 1980, is not individually eligible for the National Register
of Historic Places (NR). The bridge does not meet the 50-year date for NR eligibility and it does not meet
Criterion Consideration G for exceptional significance. However, the bridge is adjacent to the viewshed
of several eligible and listed resources, including the NS (Western PA) Railroad and the surrounding
historic districts. The vicinity of the bridge and wall system along the railroad could make them
contributing elements.

Environmental
All alternatives except for the no-build will meet the purpose and need of the project. Based upon issues
identified from community input, concern regarding the double stack project focus on socioeconomic,
noise, and air quality. The project area is an existing double-main line which can accommodate more
than 70 trains per day. Socioeconomic, noise pollution, and air quality concerns will be encountered no
matter which alternative is selected. Additionally, any track lowering will likely result in a more complex
permit than raising the structure. In the event contaminated material is encountered during excavation,
those materials would be required to be properly managed including waste hauling, transportation and
disposal and mitigation measures to address potential for airborne dusts/soils.

Structural
Bridge: The existing structure is a single span steel thru-box girder structure founded on reinforced
concrete abutments owned by the City of Pittsburgh. According to the 2016 bridge inspection report, the
abutments are in fair condition with minor cracking and spalling. A new structure may require a longer
span and most likely add structure depth encroaching on existing clearances. In order to meet vertical
clearance requirements, the profile grade will need adjusted and will likely require modifications/
replacement of the existing abutments. Alternatives that involve lowering the NS railroad tracks have
potential to expose and/ or undermine the existing abutments and may require additional support to the
foundations.
Walls: The walls along the southwest edge of the corridor and along the west end of the bridge are
contributing elements of the railroad corridor historic district. Replacing the bridge to achieve required
clearances has minimal impact to adjacent walls supporting the buildings and land areas along the rail
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corridor; however, lowering (undermining) the rails will require extensive shoring and support system to
the walls and building foundations.

Roadway
Raising the profile of the structure will result in a reduction in sight distance because the roadway is
already on a crest vertical curve. Preliminary evaluation indicates that sight distance on the Pennsylvania
Avenue approach will be reduced from approximately 230’ to 170’ for the structure raising option. The
reduction will still exceed the minimum required stopping sight distance of 155’. Additionally, raising the
profile will have impacts on access to adjacent property (notably the House of Metal Building) and
pedestrian accessibility. In contrast, lowering the tracks will result in drainage issues by creating a low
point on the tracks.
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Construction
Lowering the tracks will affect multiple building foundations due to wall adjustments, as noted in the figure
below. Preliminary calculations indicate that meeting clearance by lowering the tracks will result in a
minimum of 2400’+ of track bed being impacted. Vertical grade adjustments between the Pennsylvania
Avenue and North Avenue sites are restricted due to a high density of turnouts (crossovers) between the
two bridges. Therefore, both sites will require the tracks to be lowered concurrently. This would result in
more complex construction and a longer schedule. Rail traffic control would be difficult due the large
number of turnouts and the walls restricting construction activity. Additionally, there will be impacts rail
signal equipment near Pennsylvania and North Avenue. However, lowering the tracks will result in less
impact to roadway traffic and a possible reduction of the duration of closures when compared to raising
the structure.
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Utilities
Lowering of the tracks will require the relocation or adjustment of Centurylink and Windstream
communication facilities parallel to the tracks to maintain a minimum cover. Due to the length of impacted
lines (2400’+) relocation is anticipated to take several months. Due to the commercial purposes these
lines serve it is expected that they cannot be taken out of service. The cost to the utility companies for
relocating these lines is expected to be substantial.
A 12” Peoples Gas Line and a 12” PWSA water line are attached to the structure and will be impacted
by structure replacement. The utilities will likely elect to reattach to the new structure because that will be
the most economical option.
PWSA also has a sewer line on the eastern approach of Pennsylvania Avenue that may be impacted by
the structure replacement approach work but will most likely only require a manhole grade adjustment.
All anticipated utility impacts for each alternative would be within public or railroad right-of-way and the
affected utilities would be responsible for the costs of the relocations.

Summary of Impacts of PC 1.82 to Community
Bridge Replacement with a Raised Profile:
Advantages:
•
•
•
•

Replacing crossing with new structure
No funding required by City of Pittsburgh
No impact to Windstream and Centurylink
underground utilities
Minimal risk of encountering contaminated
materials from excavation

Lowering the Tracks:
Advantages:
•

Minimal disruption
pedestrian traffic

Disadvantages:
•

•
•

Vertical profile grade adjustment to
Pennsylvania Ave. and adjacent property
owners
Temporary vehicular and pedestrian traffic
impacts (detour during construction)
Double stack train cars through community

Disadvantages:
to

vehicular

and

•
•

•
•

•
•

Potential for encountering contaminated
materials
Potential adverse effect with cultural
resource/ Historic NS (Western PA)
Railroad including impacts to contributing
features such as the adjacent walls
Impact to Windstream and Centurylink
underground utilities
Potential undermining of adjacent properties
requiring stabilization of retaining walls and
building foundations.
City must fund replacement or rehabilitation
of bridge
Double stack train cars through community
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Combination of Bridge Replacement with a Raised Profile & Lowering the Tracks:
Advantages:
Disadvantages:
•
•
•

Replacing crossing with new structure
No funding required by City of Pittsburgh
Minimal vertical profile grade adjustment to
Pennsylvania Avenue

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Potential for encountering contaminated
materials
Potential adverse effect with cultural
resource/ Historic NS (Western PA)
Railroad including impacts to contributing
features such as the adjacent walls
Impact to Windstream and Centurylink
underground utilities
Potential undermining of adjacent properties
requiring stabilization of retaining walls and
building foundations.
Substantial additional cost
Temporary vehicular and pedestrian traffic
impacts (detour during construction)
Double stack train cars through community

PC 1.60 NORTH AVENUE BRIDGE
The North Avenue Bridge is located at the intersection of W.
North Avenue and Brighton Road in Pittsburgh’s North Side. The
structure carries traffic over NS’s 4-track railroad corridor. The
structure is currently posted with a 10-ton weight limit for vehicles.
The structure was raised to its current minimum vertical clearance
of 18.05’ around 1950 according to available information. The
Pennsylvania Avenue Bridge is approximately 1100’ northwest of
this structure. Below is a summary of the information gathered to
evaluate each criterion.

Natural/Cultural Resources
The North Avenue Bridge, constructed in 1905 and reconstructed in 1929, is not historically significant
but is considered a contributing resource to the NS (Western PA) Railroad. Originally, the bridge was
surveyed as part of the 1996 Pennsylvania Historic Bridge Survey and determined to be Not Eligible for
the National Register, but an update done in 2001 suggested it does contribute to the NS (Western PA)
Railroad. Additionally, this structure is located adjacent to the Allegheny Commons Historic District, the
Mexican War Streets Historic District, and the Allegheny West Historic District.

Environmental
Similar to the Pennsylvania Avenue location, all alternatives except for the no-build will meet the purpose
and need of the project. Based upon issues identified from community input, concern regarding the
double stack project focus on socioeconomic, noise, and air quality. The project area is an existing
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double-main line which can accommodate more than 70 trains per day. Socioeconomic, noise pollution,
and air quality concerns will be encountered no matter which alternative is selected. Additionally, any
track lowering will likely result in a more complex permit than raising the structure. In the event
contaminated material is encountered during excavation, those materials would be required to be
properly managed including waste hauling, transportation and disposal and mitigation measures to
address potential for airborne dusts/soils.

Structural
Bridge: The existing crossing is a single span concrete-encased steel girder structure founded on
reinforced concrete and masonry abutments. The existing superstructure is deteriorated which led to the
reduction in load carrying capacity. According to the 2018 bridge inspection report, the abutments are in
fair condition with minor cracking and spalling. A new structure may require a longer span and most likely
add structure depth encroaching on existing clearances. In order to meet vertical clearance requirements,
the profile grade will need adjusted and will likely require modifications/ replacement of the existing
abutments. Alternatives that involve lowering the NS railroad tracks have potential to expose and/ or
undermine the existing abutments and may require additional support to the foundations.
Walls: The side retaining walls in this depressed section of railroad corridor contribute to the railroad
corridor historic district. Replacing the bridge to achieve required clearances has minimal impact to
adjacent walls supporting the buildings and land areas along the rail corridor; however, lowering
(undermining) the rails will require extensive shoring and support system to the walls and building
foundations.

Roadway
Raising the profile of the structure will result in a reduction in sight distance on the North Avenue and
Brighton Road approaches because the roadway is already on a crest vertical curve. Preliminary analysis
indicates that sight distance on the North Avenue approach will be reduced from approximately 230’ to
160’ and Brighton Road approach sight distance will be reduced from approximately 225’ to 200’ for the
structure raising option. The reduction will still exceed/match the minimum required stopping sight
distance of 155’ for North Avenue and 200’ for Brighton Road. Additionally, raising the profile will have
impacts on access to adjacent property (notably the Harry Guckert Co. Building, a previously identified
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historic resource that has not been evaluated for the NRHP) and pedestrian accessibility. In contrast,
lowering the tracks will result in drainage issues by creating a low point on the tracks.

Construction
(Refer to diagram and concerns noted previously with Pennsylvania Avenue location.)

Utilities
Lowering of the tracks will require the relocation or adjustment of Centurylink and Windstream
communication facilities parallel to the tracks to maintain a minimum cover. Due to the length of impacted
lines (2400’+) relocation is anticipated to take several months. Due to the commercial purposes these
lines serve it is expected that they cannot be taken out of service. The cost to the utility companies for
relocating these lines is expected to be substantial.
PWSA has water and 48” & 72” sewer lines that would likely be impacted by lowering the tracks in this
location due to reduced cover over the aging lines making them more susceptible to damage. Due to the
advanced age of PWSA’s large sewers lines and the increased frequency of trains that is expected,
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PWSA may elect to replace or slip line the sewer pipes to avoid future deterioration no matter what
alternative is selected. This work is expected to be costly and time consuming due to the fragility and
difficulty in accessing the lines.
A Peoples Gas line, eight Duquesne Light Company electrical ducts (which include DQE Communication
lines), and possibly Verizon copper and fiber-optic lines are attached to the structure and will be impacted
by structure replacement. The utilities will likely elect to reattach to the new structure because that will be
the most economical option.
Additionally, AT&T and Duquesne Light have aerial lines in the vicinity of the structure that may be
impacted by replacement. This work would be limited to several pole relocations and is usually priced at
approximately $10,000 per pole relocated. All anticipated utility impacts for each alternative would be
within public or railroad right-of-way and the affected utilities would be responsible for the costs of the
relocations.

Summary of Impacts of PC 1.60 to Community
Bridge Replacement with a Raised Profile:
Advantages:
• Replacing crossing with new structure
• No funding required by City of Pittsburgh
• No impact to Windstream and Centurylink
underground utilities
• Minimal impact to PWSA underground
utilities
• Minimal risk of encountering contaminated
materials from excavation

Disadvantages:
• Vertical profile grade adjustment to North
Ave and adjacent property owners
• Temporary vehicular and pedestrian traffic
impacts (detour during construction)
• Double stack train cars through community

Lowering the Tracks:
Advantages:
• Minimal disruption
pedestrian traffic

to

vehicular

and

Disadvantages:
• Potential for encountering contaminated
materials
Potential
adverse effect with cultural
•
resource/ Historic NS (Western PA)
Railroad including impacts to contributing
features such as the adjacent walls
• Impact to Windstream, Centurylink, and
PWSA underground utilities
• Potential undermining of adjacent properties
requiring stabilization of retaining walls and
building foundations
• City must fund replacement or rehabilitation
of bridge
• Double stack train cars through community
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Combination of Bridge Replacement with a Raised Profile & Lowering the Tracks:
Advantages:
• Replacing crossing with new structure
• No funding required by City of Pittsburgh
• Minimal vertical profile grade adjustment to
North Avenue

Disadvantages:
• Potential for encountering contaminated
materials
Potential
adverse effect with cultural
•
resource/ Historic NS (Western PA)
Railroad including impacts to contributing
features such as the adjacent walls
• Impact to Windstream, Centurylink and
PWSA underground utilities
• Potential undermining of adjacent properties
requiring stabilization of retaining walls and
building foundations
Substantial additional cost
•
Temporary vehicular and pedestrian traffic
•
impacts (detour during construction)
• Double stack train cars through community

PC 1.20 MERCHANT STREET BRIDGE
The Merchant Street Bridge is a railroad bridge over Merchant Street
between Martindale Street and Ridge Avenue in Pittsburgh’s North
Side. The structure carries NS’s 4-track railroad corridor over
Merchant Street. The project as proposed is a like-kind replacement
of the bridge structure with no change in the roadway clearance below
the railroad bridge. Below is a summary of the information gathered
to evaluate each criterion.

Natural/Cultural Resources
The Merchant Street Bridge is not historically significant and is not considered to be a contributing
resource to the adjacent Allegheny Commons Historic District, a National Register of Historic Places
listed property, per information available in the Cultural Resources Geographic Information System.
However, this structure is part of the NS (Western PA) Railroad that is eligible for the National Register
and would very likely contribute to the resource.

Environmental
The Merchant Street Bridge project is required to maintain current freight rail operations on the Pittsburgh
and Fort Wayne Lines, which have served rail freight purposes since the early 1900s. All alternatives
(replacing & raising the structure, replacing the structure & lowering the roadway, and replacing & raising
the structure while lowering the road) investigated will meet the purpose and need of the project. Based
upon issues identified from community input, concern regarding the double stack project focus on
socioeconomic, noise, and air quality. The project area is an existing double-main line which can
accommodate more than 70 trains per day. Socioeconomic, noise pollution, and air quality concerns will
be encountered no matter which alternative is selected.
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Structural
The existing structure is a two span, steel multi-girder structure founded on a steel column bent pier and
stone block abutments owned by NS. Although the stone block abutments appear to be in good condition,
adding additional load from a new structure may exceed the stone load carrying capacity. One possible
alternative to increase the vertical clearance would be to lower Merchant Street. If Merchant Street was
lowered, it is possible the abutment footings could be exposed, and the stability of the stone wall would
be compromised.

Roadway
Lowering the profile of the roadway to meet vehicle vertical clearance will result in a reduction in sight
distance because the roadway is already on a sag vertical curve. Preliminary evaluation indicates that
sight distance on Merchant Street will be reduced from approximately 120’ to 90’ for the roadway lowering
option. Both the existing and proposed stopping sight distance will be lower than the required 155’
minimum, likely resulting in the need for a design exception. Additionally, lowering the roadway will have
impacts on pedestrian accessibility by increasing grades and drainage by creating a low point.
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Construction
Preliminary review of the elevations indicates that meeting clearance by raising the tracks will result in a
minimum of 1000’+ of track bed being impacted. All alternatives will have complex construction and a
long schedule. The track horizontal geometry is complex and will likely require all lines to be removed
from service throughout construction. Lowering the road will result in roadway traffic impacts with longer
closures than would be required for raising the structure/ rail profile.

Utilities
AT&T, DQE Communications, Duquesne Light Company, Peoples Gas, PWSA, and Verizon have
underground lines that are anticipated to be impacted by lowering the roadway to achieve vertical
clearance. These impacts could range from costly (lowering the lines to meet minimum cover) to minimal
(manhole grade adjustments).
Raising and replacing the structure will require the adjustment of Centurylink and Windstream
communication facilities attached to the structure and running along the railroad. Due to the commercial
purposes these lines serve it is expected that they cannot be taken out of service. The cost to the utility
companies for relocating these lines is expected to be substantial. All anticipated utility impacts for each
alternative would be within public or railroad right-of-way and the affected utilities would be responsible
for the costs of the relocations.
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Summary of Impacts of PC 1.20 to Community
RR Bridge Replacement with a Raised RR Profile:
Advantages:
•
•
•

Replacing crossing with new structure
Improved vertical clearance over Merchant
Street
No funding required by City of Pittsburgh

•

•
•
•

Potential adverse effect with cultural
resource/ Historic NS (Western PA)
Railroad including impacts to contributing
features such as the adjacent walls and the
Allegheny Commons Historic District
Potential for encountering contaminated
materials
Temporary vehicular and pedestrian traffic
impacts (detour during construction)
Double stack train cars through community

Disadvantages:
Combination of RR Bridge Replacement with a Raised RR Profile & Lowering Roadway:
Advantages:
Disadvantages:
•
•
•

Replacing crossing with new structure
Improved vertical clearance over Merchant
Street
No funding required by City of Pittsburgh

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Potential for encountering contaminated
materials
Potential adverse effect with cultural
resource/ Historic NS (Western PA)
Railroad including impacts to contributing
features such as the adjacent walls and the
Allegheny Commons Historic District
Impacts to numerous underground utilities
Reduction of already substandard site
distance (existing sag vertical curve)
Roadway drainage concerns
Temporary vehicular and pedestrian traffic
impacts (detour during construction)
Substantial additional cost
Double stack train cars through community
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EVALUATION OF IMPROVEMENT CONCEPTS
Based on the information compiled for each site, it was determined that the most effective way to compare
the impact of each alternative was to score and weight each criterion based upon preliminary project specific
information and a preliminary assessment of agency, governmental and public interest. Scores and weights
were developed for each issue, criteria and alternative at each site as described below.
To perform a more thorough evaluation, subgroups were developed for each criterion as follows:

Criteria Subgroups
Criteria
Natural/Cultural
Environmental

Structural
Roadway

Construction

Utilities

Subgroup
Historic District (surrounding areas)
Historic Structure
Contaminated Material Exposure
Purpose & Need
Air Quality
Noise Pollution
Socioeconomic Impacts
Double Stack Rail Transport
Complexity/ Duration of Permit
Retaining Wall Stability
Loads on Existing Walls
Approach Geometrics
Drainage
Adjacent Property Impacts
Pedestrian Accessibility
Cost to City
Cost
Maintenance and Protection of Traffic
Complexity & Schedule
NS Track Drainage Impacts
NS Track Communication Impacts
NS Track Geometric Impacts
AT&T
Centurylink
DQE Communications
Duquesne Light
Peoples Natural Gas
Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority
Verizon
Windstream
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Each subgroup was then given an issue score from 1 (low) to 3 (high) based on the anticipated influence
each alternative would have on that category. A higher issue score indicates a greater need for analysis of
effects in environmental documentation. Additionally, each subgroup was given an importance weight from
1 (minimally) to 5 (extremely) based on how substantial the importance of the issue is based upon a
preliminary assessment of agency, governmental and public interest. A higher importance weight indicates
a preliminary identification of a higher level of interest from agency, government, and the public. See the
tables below for a visual representation of the impact score and importance weight:

Issue Score Description
Issue Score
3
2
1

Increasing
Impact on
Criteria

Description
Alternative/Issue has a Higher
Need for Effects Analysis
Alternative/Issue has a Medium
Need for Effects Analysis
Alternative/Issue has a Low Need
for Effects Analysis

Importance Weight Description
Importance Weight
5
4
3
2
1

Increasing
Importance
of Criteria

Description
Criteria is Extremely Important
Criteria is Very Important
Criteria is Moderately Important
Criteria is Somewhat Important
Criteria is Minimally Important
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Issue scores (1 = Low/Green, 2 = Medium/Yellow, 3 = High/Red) were assigned to each criterion for all alternatives based on the anticipated effect. See below for the impacts scores for each criterion:

Effects Analysis Issue Score

Note: The Merchant Street alternatives do not reflect that the project as proposed is a like-kind replacement and the railroad does not require vertical clearance increase.
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See below for the criteria importance weight (1 = Minimally, 2 = Somewhat, 3 = Moderately, 4 = Very, 5 = Extremely) along with justification for the weight assigned to each Subgroup:

Criteria Importance Weight
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The criteria impact score was then multiplied by the weight for each subgroup to give a weighted score for the purpose of a preliminary ranking of alternatives. The weighted scores were then divided by 5 so that they on a
scale of 0 to 3 (0 to 1 = Low/Green, 1 to 2 = Medium/Yellow, 2 to 3 = High/Red) and averaged to give a score for each alternative. See below for the results:

Criteria Weighted Score

Note: The Merchant Street alternatives do not reflect that the project as proposed is a like-kind replacement and the railroad does not require vertical clearance increase.
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CONCLUSION
This evaluation reviewed the potential impacts of different alternatives in providing NS rail lines 22’ vertical
clearance at three locations on Pittsburgh’s North Side. At each location three alternatives were compared
that achieve the necessary clearance: replacing the structure with a raised profile, lowering the tracks/road,
and a combination of raising the new structure & lowering the tracks/road (along with the no build option for
North Avenue and Pennsylvania Avenue).
All alternatives were assessed for natural/cultural resources, environmental, structural, roadway,
construction, and utility potential impacts. Each criterion was broken down into subgroups, which were then
given an issue score indicating a greater need for analysis of effects and an importance weight based on
how substantial the importance of the issue is based upon a preliminary assessment of agency,
governmental and public interest. This information was used to generate an average score for each
alternative on a scale of 0 to 3, with a higher score indicating more concern over the issue. These are relative
scores, and not indicative of actual impact for which further analysis is or may be required. A summary of the
average weighted score for each alternative is provided below:
Milepost Structure Name
Average
PC 1.20 NS RR over Merchant Street
New RR Structure with Increased Vertical Clearance 1.29
Replace Structure with Raised Profile/Lower Road 1.50
Lower Road/Replace structure at grade
1.37
PC 1.60 North Avenue over NS RR
New Structure with Increased Vertical Clearance 1.19
Replace Structure with Raised Profile/Lower Tracks 1.59
Lower Tracks (future replacement at grade) 1.57
No Build (Leading to eventual structure closure) 1.27
PC 1.82 Pennsylvania Avenue over NS RR
New Structure with Increased Vertical Clearance 1.14
Replace Structure with Raised Profile/Lower Tracks 1.47
Lower Tracks (future replacement at grade) 1.51
No Build (Leading to eventual structure closure) 1.28

While all alternatives have potential effects recommended for further analysis, increasing the vertical
clearance by replacing the structures was marginally found to have the least impact at each site. This
alternative alleviates the City of future funding needs to replace aging bridges and also minimizes impacts to
the adjacent walls and building foundations through the corridor of this historic district.
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